Abstract. Index is indispensable in database system to speeding up data access. Commonly used indexes in main memory databases are B+-Tree, T-Tree and their variants. Cost model of main memory database are more complex than disk-oriental database, and relatively little work has been done on this area. This paper establishes a cost model for B+-Tree and CSB+-Tree, analyzes their main performance factors. We perform several experiment evaluations on the cost model.
Introduction
Index is an essential part of relational database to improve data access performance. For main memory database, the primary goal of index is to reduce overall computation time while using as little memory as possible [1] .
With the development of computer hardware, to minimize the impact of speed gap of CPU and memory multiple caches are added between them. Correspondingly, cache sensitive index has been developed, two of which are CSB+-Tree and CST-Tree [2, 3] . CSB+Tree is a variant of B+-Tree, whose node size is set to cache line size and pointer usage is restricted. Compared to T-Tree, nodes in CST-Tree are organized in group, and nodes of same group are stored contiguously.
Some researchers focus on cost model, which is the foundation of query optimization. In main memory database all data is kept in memory, so access bottleneck have moved up to RAM and CPU. Although multi-level caches are introduced to speed up memory access, it makes data cost model more complex in main memory database. At present, execution time and cache miss are usually used to evaluate main memory database query [4] .
B+-Tree/CSB+-Tree's Cost Analysis
Suppose B+-Tree and CSB+-Tree indexes are created on relation R. We define the parameter symbol in Table 1 . Subscript i and l represent inner node and leaf node. In B+-Tree and CSB+-Tree, point query is processed like this: to compare in inner node to find the right sub-tree, and then move to the sub-tree until we reach the leaf node. Whether required key exists or not, the path traversed is no difference. The cost of point query consists of two parts: the cost of comparing in inner node, and the cost of movement between different tree hierarchies. The comparisons number in inner node is Log2(u*ni), so the total number of comparisons and branch miss-prediction is:
NUMLog(u*n)
Moving between different tree levels invokes cache miss and TLB miss. For cache miss, one moving invokes one cache miss if node size is smaller than cache line size. The value is if node size is bigger than cache line size. Because we always need to access the first cache block of the node, we add cache miss for each access. 
Experiment
We ran our experiments on an intel® Xeon® machine. The hardware detail is shown in TableⅠ.
We choose SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 10 SP2 (x86_64)-Kernel 2.6.16.60-0.21 as the operating system. We implemented a B+-Tree and a Full CSB+-Tree. Both of them support bulk load, point query, range query and insert operation. Experiments conducted are:
(1)To compare the overall performance of two trees on point query, range query and insertion including execution time, cache misses, branch miss-prediction etc. The difference analyzing is also need.
(2)To adjust the parameters of Section Parameters Effects to verify B+-Tree and CSB+-Tree performance impact factors: number of records, key size, pointer size, inner node size, leaf node size, record orderliness, range size and fill factor.
Unless otherwise stated, the experiment is based on a data of 10,000,000 random keys. We repeatedly perform our experiment to get an average result. Intel® VTuneTM Amplifier 2013 [20] is used to acquire performance events in Table II . As our code size is small, performance events concern instruction miss is not considered. We also record the run time besides above events.
In the experiment, we set node size the same as cache line size (64Byte). Other parameters are shown in Table II. Point query: To perform 100,000 times random point queries on 10,000,000 records. Range query: To perform 10 times range queries on 10,000,000 records. The condition keys are randomly generated with query selectivity 10%.
Insert:To insert 100,000 records to 10,000,000 records. The insert keys are randomly generated. Test result is shown in Figure. 1. The main vertical axis shows the number of CPU cycles That VTune has collected (in Million). The second vertical axis shows the execution time (s).
It can be seen that the main performance affecter is L2 cache miss. For point query, CSB+-Tree outperforms B+-Tree. That is because CSB+-Tree's inner node spend less space to store pointers, which leads to less L2 cache miss. For range query, time is mainly consumed in leaf node traversal, so the time difference of finding the first key can be neglected. One interest thing is the insert operation. Despite the CSB+-Tree nodes need to move more data in node splitting. But the insert performance of B+-Tree is not better than CSB+-Tree. That is because of the 0.7 fill factor, which means that inserting %1 records does not cause too much node splitting. Thus insert performance is mainly determined by the key search time, where CSB+-Tree outperforms. 
Conclusions
This paper analyzes the B+-Tree and CSB+-Tree access cost, and established a model to evaluate their performance. From the cost model, we find several parameters that affect B+-Tree and CSB+-Tree's performance. We verified B+-Tree and CSB+-Tree performance while varying different parameters. The conclusions are:
(1)Performance is significantly higher when node size>= cache line size. When node size is two times larger than cache line size, both B+-Tree and CSB+-Tree's performance will slowly decrease. Inner node size and leaf node size have similar impact on query performance. There is no reason to have them keep different values.
(2)For range query, B+-Tree and CSB+-Tree's performance has no big different. Both performances decrease linearly according with selectivity.
(3)No matter for insert or query, fill factor increasing improves the performance of B+-Tree. CSB+-Tree has the best insert performance when fill factor is 0.7.
